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This paper is concerned with budgeting as a tool of management in
the development of weapon systems. It will attempt to emphasize not the
details of accounting techniques but the essentials of the management func-
tion and the role of budgeting as a means to these ends. For this purpose
the principles, practices, and basic concepts which constitute the budget-
ing process in the development of weapon systems will be examined with
the hope that some guidelines can be developed for use by management.
The author has drawn upon his own experience and knowledge in
the weapon systems development industry as well as the knowledge that he
has gained from his exposure to the disciplines of the management process
while a graduate student at The George Washington University.
The paper is divided into three parts. The first part consists of
an examination and discussion of the budgeting principles and practices
which influence the budgetary process in the development of weapon sys-
tems. The second part is a discussion of the concepts and philosophy upon
which the budgeting process is built. In the last chapter are some of the
more important considerations in the budgeting process which the author
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Although the management process is never a simple one, in weapon
systems development its complexity has risen to new heights for a number
of interrelated reasons. While other industries are faced with one or more
of the problems arising from the following conditions, very few have to face
all of them simultaneously.
In the first place, the industry is deeply involved in research and
development programs. The management problems involved are considerably
different from those in the traditional airframe production from which the
weapon systems industry evolved within the past few years. There is the
shift in personnel from production to engineering and scientific work which
entails new methods in supervision and evaluation, for output can no longer
be measured by the number of aircraft delivered each day or each month.,
Because the areas explored are frequently on the fringes of known
technology, the problems of anticipating costs and manpower requirements
and evaluating the results can be very difficult for management.
In addition to being involved in research and development, weapon
systems development is working mainly on government contracts. This

imposes heavy reporting requirements on the contractor, including proposals,
bids, progress reports, cost statements, renegotiation reports, and Internal
Revenue tax reports. Since the requirements of the various government
vincies are not always uniform, the reporting problem becomes even more
difficult.
Another factor which has intensified the management problems of the
industry has been its rapid growth. This growth has in itself brought about
problems of training and absorbing personnel, not only in the technical area,
but also in the management, accounting, reporting, and data orocessing a.reas.
Since data processing itself is a relatively new tool, the problem has been
compounded by new personnel, in a new industry, using a new tool, to imple-
ment a new reporting technique.
Finally, most of the development programs in the industry are long-
term. Instead of the conventional quarterly, semiannual, or annual budgets,
plans and budgets extend over periods of two, three, five, and even ten years.
In addition, new programs and new contracts are embarked upon at such fre-
quent intervals that plans are constantly changing.
Before discussing the specific area of budgeting, it is important, to
examine where it fits in the total management picture.
Management consists of planning, assembling resources, directing,
evaluating, and reviewing and adjusting the methods of operations and/or
objectives. Since industry is dynamic, this process is a continuous one.
I
Peter F. Dr ;ing for Business Effectiveness, " Harvard
Business Review, Vol. 41, No. 6 (1963), 71.
.
it the operating level, frequent reviews and changes in plans are required.
' At higher levels, reviews may be monthly, or quarterly, or less often. Each
.ier level of management requires a greater degree of summarization of
data, both in time span and in degree of detail. An operating manager may
be interested in the time to do a particular job; the department head, in the
1 over -all costs of the department; and the division manager, in major costs of
the division.
Budgeting and operational information is furnished to management to
b« compared and evaluated. Management then takes action to revise the
methods of operations, plans, prices, schedules, or budgets. This action,
•' which is the result of management's decisions, is known as control and it is
j
based upon information and judgment.
A budget is a financial plan of action for a business, covering a defi-
2
nite period of time. " Its purpose is to coordinate the activities of the various
divisions of the business, aid management in securing control over different
parts of the business, and find the most profitable course through which the
efforts of the business may be directed. To achieve this end, the budget
reflects not only a plan, but also a standard by which the performance and
accomplishments of managers at ail levels can be measured.
Different objectives are emphasized by various authorities. Some
stress the planning aspects, others the coordination, and yet ethers the
2
Donald P. Jones, "Management's Use of Budgetary Control, " The
Controller, May 1961, p. 226.
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controls. Maximum results are obtained when all objectives are emphasized
and obtained.
The advantages and benefits of a budgetary system are manifold. A
3
budget in itself neither controls nor sets policies. Its discipline helps
develop a balanced program for the utilization of resources, whether man-
power, facilities, or finances. It helps management to stabilize the use of
its resources and thus prevent waste.
Since the budget is management's declaration of a plan of action, it
serves as a formal means of establishing policy and advising various eche-
4
Ions of management what their goals and targets are.
An important benefit of a budgetary system is that it requires the
coordinated effort of all departments of the enterprise. As the entire organi-
zation cooperates in the development of the budget, the final result represents
the consolidated judgment of the entire organization, and as such will have
the support of all groups.
Budget Director
In general, the duties of the budget director are to coordinate all
5




Henry DeVos, Management Services Handbook (New York: American
Institute of CPAS, Inc., 1964), p. 72.
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John F. Rogge, "An Approach to Practical Budgeting, " The Con-
troller
, June 1958, p. 269.
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heads prepare their estimates by furnishing them with historical data and
estimates of future resources and constraints. He summarizes all the
departmental budgets into a coherent, unified document for top -management
consideration. In the process of a weapon bystem development, the budgets
are summarized at possibly six or seven levels from section through top-
level management. Upon approval of the budget, the budget dire ;tor moni-
tors actual expenses and the variances, and prepares the necessary budget-
ary reports for all echelons of management.
In weapon systems development, because of the large size and the
decentralization of many of the projects, the duties of the budget director
are frequently also decentralized to the divisions and projects. Standardiza-
tion, policy, and the coordination of the work of the various divisions are
still handled by the budget director.
The Budget Period
The establishment of a budget presupposes a specific period of time--
monthly, quarterly, annually, by project, or by task. The length of the
period will vary with the type of weapon system being developed and the phase
of operations which is being budgeted. A capital expense budget may well be
planned for a period of ten years in advance. On the other hand, a small
project may cover only a few weeks. In weapon systems development, which
is project oriented, the budget will usually cover that phase of the project
which has been funded- -that is, for which have been appropriated.

This may be a period of from several weeks to several years. Since some
departments are continually receiving new projects, their budgets are always
in a state of flux.
Figure 1 depicts the periods which various budgets may cover.
Project A, a major weapons systems contract, was funded in full. It was
awarded in the current fiscal year and will last about two years. Project B,
an electronic subsystem, is a project carried over from the previous period
and will continue into the next period. Project C, a retrofit program,
started after the beginning of the current period and will be completed in
this period. Project D has been funded only to the end of the current year,








Fig. 1. --Length of budget periods

8The overhead budget covers the fiscal year, although if the volume of
activity should change materially cither upward or downward, revisions
would be made in the various overhead budgets. In connection with the over-
in CPFF and CPIF (cost-plus -fixed-fee and cost-plus-incentive-fee,
respectively) contracts. Since overhead is an important element of cost, the
government and the contractor will agree upon an overhead rate depending
upon past history and future projections of overhead costs and volume of
activity. Weekly or monthly billings will be made using these estimated
rates. The rates can be based on direct labor hours or dollars, engineering
hours or dollars, or as a percentage of total costs in the case of general and
administrative overhead. Periodically, these rates will be renegotiated with
the contracting officer.
The question frequently arises as to how often a budget should be
modified, for if it is changed either too often or too infrequently it may
become meaningless. No fixed rule can be established for the frequency of
revising a budget. Good judgment is the sole criterion.
Although many budgets are tied to a time period- -for example, the
overhead budget for the fiscal year 1965--there are other budgets which are
more closely tied to the completion of certain events or mileston s. For
example, the design of subsystem XYZ may have a budget of $100, 000.
Raymond Villers, "The Managerial Approach to Budgeting, " The
Controller, October 1958, p. 508.
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This budget will be applicable whether the design requires two months or
three months. This adds a complication both to the establishment of the
budget and to the reporting procedure. Methods must be devised for identi-
fying those oudget items which are a .'unction of time and those which are a
function of the completion of certain tasks. Similarly, in the latter case, it
is not enough 10 report costs alone. Associated with each cost must be the
milestone passed or the percentage of completion.
The dangers of depending upon time-cost figures alone are illustrated
in Figs. 2 and 3, given on page 10. At the end of eight weeks (point 1), costs
appear to be right on target. However, since percentage of completion is
only 15 per cent as against 25 per cent budgeted, it appears that costs are
actually 66 per cent in excess of the budget. At the end of 16 weeks (point 2),
it would appear that costs are considerably in excess of budget, whereas the
percentage of completion is even further ahead of plan, and the project is
actually doing well.
Chart of Accounts for Budgeting
One of the basic requirements to any management information or
budgetary system is a logical, well designed, comprehensive numbering
7
system or, as it is generally called, a chart c.l accounts. This account
numbering system includes not only the usual general ledger account
R. D. Kennedy and C. F. Kurtz, Introductory Accounting (Scranton,





125 — 2, 500
100 — 2, 000




















Fig. 3. --Project schedule, plan and actual
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numbers, but identification of projects, subprojects, divisions, departments,
work orders, authorization, part numbers, and so on. An account numbering
system affects every area of a business.
A well designed system will have the following qualities:
1. It will be easy to understand, since many persons untrained
in accounting must use the account numbers.
2. The numbers should be short, to reduce errors in entering
them in remote terminals or on timecards, purchase requisitions,
and other documents.
3. The system should enable data to be summarized at any level
at which reports may be needed. This could be:
(a) By level of mrnagemenc, from corporate through
division, department, or section.
(b) By project level, from major system down to the
smallest work package.
(c) By type of contract, type of fixed assets, etc.
,
keeping in mind the requirements of the customer, manage-
ment, the Internal Revenue Service, the renegotiation board,
8
state tax requirements, etc.
In attempting to fulfill the above requirements, it may be noticed that
some of them are contradictory. For example, it is desirable to keep the
Floyd H. Rowland and William H. Harr, Budgeting for Management
Control (New York: Harper & 3rothers Publishers, 194-5), p. 65.
•
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numbering short, but this is illy impossible when all the other require-
ments are to be met. Designing a complete system requires the coordinated
skills and knowledge of individuals from all facets of the company.
One of the complicating factors in the preparation of a budget in
weapon systems development is the fact that estimates, budgets, and costs
must be categorized in three major ways:
1. By project (example: Missile A, Satellite B, etc.)
2. By department (example: Machine Shop, Electronic
Assembly Department)
3. By cost element (example: Direct Labor, Material, Travel).
as, the project manager receives a budget under which he may
farm out work to various departments, including outside subcontracting. The
various department managers receive budget authorizations to perform cer-
tain work for many different projects. In fact, one department may subcon-
tract work to another department. Finally, all costs are usually identified
according to certain conventional accounting classifications or elements of
costs, such as direct labor, direct material, tooling, subcontracting, etc.
In addition, breakdowns are required by general ledger account num-
ber, by contract, by item number within contract type, by major system and
subsystem, etc. It can be seen that under these conditions, coding of items
in the budget, and eventually coding of costs to match the budget allocation,




A well designed account coding system is vital to the success or
9
failure of a budgetary system. however, there is no universal coding sys-
tem that could be applicable to all companies in the weapon systems develop-
ment industry. Each company and each management has unique requirements,
and any new coding system has to be superimposed upon and must be compat-
ible with an existing system, since the conversion of all existing cost,
accounting, and budgetary records from one coding system to another repre-
sents a formidable task. It is for this reason that one frequently finds in the
weapon systems development industry complex and involved account numbers
which are the result of evolutionary growth and compromise. The ideal, of
course, would be to design a system without any restrictions and encom-
passing all the information needs of management, the customer, and the
government.





F'" xccl e;-..i Variable Budgets
Budgets, being both a plan and a forecast, have definite limitations
since they are based on certain assumptions as to level of activity. For
example, the shipping department may have a budget of $100, 000 representing
a foreman, ten men, and aboui; 10, 000 square feet of space. This budget is
predicated on a particular volume of shipments. Obviously, if the volume of
shipments should double, some but not all of the department's expenses would
increase. This is the concept of fixed and variable expenses, and fixed and
variable budgets.
Fixed or nonvariable expenses are presumed to remain unchanged
under varying conditions. Semifixed or semivariable expenses are presumed
to vary with changes in the volume of business activity, but not in a fixed
ratio to that volume. Variable expenses are those which not only vary with
1
the level of activity but also maintain a constant ratio to that volume.
In actual practice, very few expenses are either truly fixed or truly
variable. They all appear to be semivariable to a greater or lest ;r degree.









Fig. 4. --Expense Ratios
Expense A could represent liability insurance, which is normally con-
sidered a fixed expense. Expense B could represent rent expense, which is
also normally considered a fixed expense. However, as the volume of activ-
ity increases, a point is re, where additional space must be acquired,
such as at point 1. The amount of space need not be doubled, since some
facilities will not need additional space.
Expense C is typical of foreman expenses. Every time an additional
5 or 20 or.-ioloyees are hirec, an additional foreman must also be hired.
Expense D is the closest approximation to a variable expense. This
could represent the steps in the hiring of direct labor. The difference
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\veen expenses B, C, and D are in the frequency and size of the step incre-
ments as a function of activity. There is another distinction between the fixed
and variable expenses. As volume of activity decreases, it is far more diffi-
;o cut bar,<. on the fixed or semivariable expenses than on the variable
oenses.
In the weapon systems development industry these steps are usually
ignored and the curves smoothed out, as in E. However, since these cate-
gories of expenses do exist, one does sometimes see fixed and variable
budgets which are associated with either a constant volume of activity or a.
variable volume. Although the orincipies behind the classification are well
understood, there frequently is disagreement among experts as to rhe classi-
fication of specific items.
Since many departments receive a budget for each project, task, or
contract upon which they may embark, one may consider their entire budget
as a variable one, fluctuating with the task assigned to them.
Summary Budgets and Functional Budgets
One objective of a budget system is to produce a forecasted balance
sheet, profit and loss statement, and cash flow statements for management's
2
use. These are the summary budgets. Before they can be prepared, each
;oing into them must be forecasted and individual departmental or





(which include labor, material, and factory overhead), and the gc ieral and
administrative budget. In the weapon systems development industry an
important operational budget is the project budget. Here again, the signifi-
cance of the frequency and level of reporting appears. The project manager
is concerned with frequent reports on the status of his project. He would
normally not be concerned with the estimated balance sheet and profit and
loss statements. These, although just as important, are of interest to
another segment of management.
Estimating the future financial position of a company as a result of
estimated operations can be considered a typical simulation problem, and
as such, ideally lends itself to computer techniques. Opening balances of
the accounts are entered into the computer. Estimated operations are also
entered and are converted into the appropriate journal entries, added or
subtracted from the affected accounts, and the project statements are then
printed at high speed. This method provides both speed and flexibility. The
results of changing conditions such as the rate of progress, payments on
government contracts, rate of profit, whether a contract will be received or
not, can readily be observed. As the parameters are changed, it usually
requires but a few minutes to prepare new estimated statements, which
would require either many hours or several days using manual methods.
Forecasting of cash requirements in the industry is of considerable





.ods of reimbursement and payment of fees, the cash position of a com-
pany is subject to extreme fluctuations. Variations in government contracts
numerous, but go y the government h< back either a percentage
or fee or both. If a company is operating under a letter of intent,
the amounts withheld may be considerably greater until a definitive contract
is signed. Thus, in estimating funds to be received, close coordination is
uired between contract and financi; I personnel in order to estimate when
ditional funds will become available. A summary of costs, reimburse-
ments, and retentions of each contract is prepared. Since mosi companies,
even though engaged in only one or two programs, have many contracts in
house, the summarizing of all contracts becomes a time-consuming task.
re again, data processing can take an essentially simple but voluminous
ok, and save a large amount of time and effort in the computing and print-
ing of the necessary reports.
A cash forecast is a form, of summary budget. Such forecasts are
usually prepared every month for the succeeding three to six months. Where
large divisions operate semi -autonomously from corporate headquarters,
excess cash is forwarded to the corporate treasurer, and, similarly,
arrangements are made to obtain additional cash requirements from the
4
corporate treasurer. These requirements must be anticipated well in
advance.
Earl R. Uhlig, Vic Presidf i t t Finane e and Controller, Martin
Co. Div. , Martin-Marietta Corp. Speech before the Navy Graduate Financial
Management class, The George Washington University, November 1964.
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Another important summary budget is the capital expense budget. As
individual companies have become larger, a smaller amount of top-
management attention is devoted to operations and more to the allocation of
resources and the Ldng-ran , ding large-scale capital expendi-
5
tures. The reason for this condition is that as companies become larger,
it is possible to delegate moiv of the operational functions to top-level
managers, and long-range plans become more important to top management.
Their decisions, which commit the corporation for long periods of time and
for large amounts of capital, are reflected in the capital expense budget,
which is a carefully considered plan and authorization for the acquisition of
capital equipment, land, an< lings. This budget becomes one of the
inputs to the summary budget system.
The Project Budget
Most direct cost or operational budgets are directly involved with
the accomplishment of a specific task or project. They are, therefore,
called project budgets. The preparation of the project budget is closely
related to the estimating and pricing function, since ideally the estimate or
proposal submitted to the customer would, when accepted, become the
budget.
practice, the time and cost limitations during the proposal period






jet. During the process of the customer, modifications
may occur in the scope of work, and pric .
The project budget is the financial plan by which the operation will be
evaluated. Preparation of the budget requires completion of the scheduling
function and establishment of the major milestones.
Implementation of the project budget entails participation of the proj-
ect finance and operating organizations. The procedure used by one weapon
systems development company is as follows:
1. Financial operations will:
(a) Release the total project budget to the project organi-
zation adm: "ing the particular project.
(b) Prepare anci release the work orders compatible with
the desired cost accumulation structure under the par-
ticular project.
(c) Issue weekly reports, indicating budget performance
by operating organizations, and monthly reports,
comparing actual and forecast cost position to the
project budget.
2. Project organizations will:
(a) Assist financial operations in the establishment of the
work order structure.
F. E. Moore and PI. F. Stettler, Accounting Systems for Manage-
ment Control (Homewood, III.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1963), p. 56.
*
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(b) Prepare and release work authorities defining the tasks
to be performed, referencing the applicable project,
schedule or planned period of performance.
(c; Allocate work to the ted major organizatio.
(d) Release and maintain time-phased budgets to the major
organizations for work assigned.
(e) Monitor and evaluate the budget performance of the
major organizations.
(f) Conduct formal budget status reviews for each contract
at least once every three months or more often as re-
quired, and negotiate budget revisions with each major
organization.
(g) Notify financial operations at the conclusion of each such
review of the estimates for inclusion in the monthly
project cost status reports.
3. Major organizations will:
(a) Release task, schedule, and time-phased budget informa-
tion to their operating departments, and control perform-
ance thereunder.
(b) Maintain liaison with the project organization to insure
up-to-date status of task, schedule, and budget informa-
tion.
(c) Notify the project organization of anticipated ov rrun con'
ditions as soon as such conditions become aooarent.

22
Coordinate tion of the major organization
data for , status reviews with the project
organizatio .
4. E . merits wi]
(a.) Perform as.-.. .s within budget and on schedule.
(b) Notify the major organization budget control organization
of ail transfers of work and budget into and out of trie
department.
(c) Notify the major organization budget control organization
of potential ov as soon as such conditions become
apparent.
(d) Prepare data for the formal budget status reviews.
In the aforementioned procedures, frequent references are made to
schedule information. As noted earlier, in the performance of the project,
schedule and cost are closely related to each other.
Budget and schedule "ooth represent the plan. Actual cost and time of
performance represent accomplishment. To be meaningful, all four ele-
ments must be considered at the same time. In the type of work done in the
weapon systems development industry, the linking of all these elements is
indispensable to adequate control. In principle, this is relatively simple.
In practice, because of the very large number of tasks and the difficulty of
assignir.:; identical control accounts numbers to accumulate costs and to




Cae of the r. Is for coordinating schedule and cost information is
procedure the total budget is broken down
by dep***' merit and I months authorized for each month
for the next twelve months (or to the end of the contract, if less than twelve
onths). The object of the system is to be able to match actual monthly and
cumulative expenses against the amounts allocated to each time period,
rather than the total project budget. Separate reports are prepa.red showing
task performance.
The time-phased budget is an improvement over non-scheduled ori-
ented budgets. There are, however, limitations to the coordination that can








During the early 1900' s
:
Ick W. Taylor and his followers laid
foundations of scientific management. By observation and measurement,
Ly established the concept of direct labor standards and control of
direct labor costs. This basic approach then evolved into such management
stem applications as measured piecework in repetitive factory operations.
It is important to emphasize that the concept of measuring direct
or costs in relation to volume of goods produced provided the central
amework for cost control systems and budgeting up until the era of PERT/
Cost. The introduction of "standard cost" and "flexible budget" systems,
along with "break-even analysis" during the 1920's, depended upon this basic
concc
these systems costs are segregated into the categories of "directly
variable, " "semivariable, " or "fixed, " with respect to volume of goods pro-
duced. In order for such cost control systems to be effective or at ail valid,
"variable cc ;ts" must be based on data established by industrial engineer-
ing practice--i. e. , data of tl e type evolved by Taylor. The fixed or overhead
rederick W. Taylor, "Time Study, Piece Work, and the First-
Class Man, " Classic [arwood F. Merrill (New York:




elements in such cost control systems are generally handled on a "budgeted"
basis --i. e.
,
annual levels of expenditure are determined, generally by func-
tional or organizational units, and usually without any specific identification
of the cost of individual tasks within the overhead structure. It is important
to mention that, wit! Introduction of "work measurement" techniques in
the late 1940's, the principle of examining the cost of individual overhead
tasks was established. However, the basic approach was quite similar to
2
the methods used by Taylor in establishing direct cost measurement.
Given a pricing structure and a sales forecast of goods produced,
these approaches to cost and profit control worked very well for the majority
of American businesses through the period of World War II and into the early
1950's. The success of these systems was predicated on high-volume pro-
duction of standardized products, or at least products with an established bill
of materials and associated standard costs. These approaches did not work
on the large, nonstandard programs --i. e.
,
programs with a high engineering
content like weapon systems development, which came increasingly to the
fore in the mid- 1950's. What was needed was a coordinated cost and sched-
uling technique for developing budgets.
PERT -Cost and Management
A coordinated cost and scheduling technique which has attracted much
attention is PERT -Cost. The Department of Defense and the National




and encouragement to PERT-Coi . 1 some cases, they have made the use
of the planning and reporting system a contractual requireraent. PERT-Cost
is not a control system, but ; :^ing °-nd reporting tool which helps man-
3
agement control costs.
r, Program Evaluation and Review Technique, is o:"u of the
mosi . advances in management methods recently deve ,ped. The
PERT echnique was developed during 1958 at the Navy Special Projects
ice under Admiral W. F. Raborn, Jr.
,
for the application of statistical
Lematical techniques to project management for a large weapons
system, the Polaris missile and submarine. The technique was instituted
to aid in planning and controlling three major factors of large systems
ivelopment: time, cost, and technical performance. Although PERT was
the basic framework of monitoring and control, its use was in the evaluation
of schedules, the time aspect.
PERT and PERT -based systems are sound, dynamic management
techniques which have been used in a variety of industries. Users have in-
cluded the military, airframe fabricators, p< um and chemical indus-
tries, manufacturing plants, engineering firms, and others. These PERT-
based systems and their refinements provide the necessary information for
better project management, including cost management and budgeting.
The PERT -Cost system provides integrated management inform
for project budgeting, plan i control. The types of
Hilliard W. Page, "How PERT -Cost Helps the General Manager, "
Harvar > Review, . 41, No. 6(1963), 88.
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.s for which the PERT -Cost sy can be used are as varied as any
:
in industry. Ii ;, PERT-Co be used on any project
made up oi" groups of activiti Lch can be sequenced into a combination of
Llel and serial chains. work is a graphic presentation of
such a sequenced set of activities.
The basic objective of the PERT-Cost system is to associate the
various activities to be performed during the weapon systems aevelopment
4
with their related schedules, manpower requirements, and cost information.
PERT Cost and Budgeting
The concept of cost predetermination for planning and control is not
new to the accountant. The entire function of budgeting is predicated upon
predetermination. Compreh . ting relates incom. ts, cover-
ing revenues and expenses, to the financial goals of the firm. The expense
budgets lead to financial planning and control via projected income, while
at the same time the flexible budget and the expense forecasts serve as tools
for decision making by relating costs to volume.
Pxi.RT-Cost estimates are a new way of looking at the expense budgets.
If oroperiy conceived, they can become an integral part of the comprehensive
budget program. Yet they differ from conventional expense budgeting in cer-
tain respects. From the financial planning and control viewpoint, the
4
U. S. Department of Defense and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, PERT Cost ' 3 Design (Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office, June 1962), p. 2.
II
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PERT-Cost estimates are not concerned with accounting periods. PERT
Cost is activity oriented. There is a cutting across of organizational struc-
•ea and time periods to define "1 .; to be accomplished. " The focal
point of cost accumulation Shifts from the department to the project work
package. The annual budget is bypassed to encompass an end item accom-
plishment. From the detailed decision-; * viewpoint, where the flexible
budget normally uses volume as the factor of variability, PERT Cost
attempts to use activity time.
The PERT-Cost system aims to present meaningful information for
5
pi, and controlling cost of complex projects. One of the primary
benefits is a definite plan of action in attacking the problem once the objec-
tives of management have been stated. Another benefit is the discipline of
thinking the job through at each level of management.
To carry out these objectives, the sequenced activities are grouped
into a network. This network is a plan of action. It is a realistic and
understandable representation of the project and provides the framework of
the system. The elements of planning information (cost estimates, esti-
mated completion dates, manpower requirements) are then related to the
elements of the network. The PERT-Cost system uses this information in
prepa:-- reports for integrating the plan of action and establish ig sched-




en the system is implemented on a project, the actual expendi-
tures of time, labor, and fund. t Lated against the plan, and this
• ited information is pres. .o management for review. For exam-
anpOwer eum: • •
thus far, (2) outlook and estimates, and (3) the plan versus actual progress.
For the evaluation of this information, the system provides reports
which monitor the planned program and pinpoint those areas which may
aire remedial action. Management decisions and actions can be made to
bring actual progress closer to the approved plan of action.
System Implementation
In using the PERT -Cost system, two phases must be distinguished:
1. Initial Setup Procedure
2. Update -Monitor Cycle.
The initial setup procedure defines management's objectives, breaks
down the work, parcels it out to individual first-line operating managers,
assigning their areas of responsibility, and develops the subnets for plan-
ning;. A system of reporting is also established. Cost estimates are made5 y f &
and schedule mismatches are resolved. All the individual subnets are inter-
woven by means of their ice points into a total blanket network. At





The Update -Monitor Cyc monitoring of the progress of
in terms of bo. Actual expenditures of time,
money, labor, and resources are recorded, accumulated, and compared
.
. \s si ve.
This will e to "management action" reports. The actuals will also
be assimilated into the network for monitoring and making new outlooks
compared against estimates and budgeted figures. This will originate
status -type reports. All reports will, in turn, be presented to various levels
of management for review and information for decision making. Through
regular updating at frequent intervals, the system is dynamic in responding
to changes and variances within an update cycle period.
"Work Breakdown
The work-breakdown structure is an important feature of a PERT-
7
Cost operating system. Once the management objectives have been defined,
the project can be broken down into subprojects. Each subproject. in turn,
can be broken into lower-level subprojects. This breakdown fac: itates
planning, and proceeds from top to bottom. At a lower point is le task
level, where each task can be used to construct subnets in the usual PERT
sense. A subnet consists of one or more tasks. The top-to-botcom work
n may be in terms of (1) end products or hardware assemblies,





a number of levels. At the detail
Level, a project m er is assigned to Lop the PERT-Cosi subnet and to
. The subnet will < it of ac es or grou
.
. Informs ion, a ua i o: that cannot be estimated for a
sing tivity can be stated for a group of activities by a "sling" or "ham-
mock" activity. This expresses the fact that the information for activities
encompassed is available only for the group. Each activity or group of activi-
ties (hammock) may have the following types of information associated with it:
Tim^: . nates




Type of work performed.
Work Reporting
Once the project has been planned, reporting levels are established,
starting at the bottom. These levels may be (1) end products or assemblies,
(2) functions, (3) funding, or (4) management structure. Usually, the report-
(ing levels wi$l correspond to the work -breakdown levels, but they need not
be the same. These reporting levels will determine the dissemination of the
output of the program. The information flow is to collect data from the
project as it progresses and to enter these data into the PERT -Cost program.
Reports which contain the integrated information will be distributed to the




;ey point of any PERT
-based system is the recording of the
is an effective system to do this and
time provide cost information, manpower information, and time
be i
en ~. i t; '.• Reports
The planning of the PERT -Cost network and budget is only part of
task in a budgetary system. Another part is the actual collection of data
and preparation of management reports. The process of cost collection is a
large data processing function. The labor
-ibution system provides in-
form l regarding the hours and dollars expended. The material distri-
bution system provides
-ial allocation. The accounting system distrib-
utes overhead costs to the project. Generally speaking, some sort of data-
processing equipment is required for the handling of PERT-Cost, just as it
is for any detailed cost accounting system.
o
There are any number of reports possible from the system. A few
.he more important management reports are:
1. Management s ary rep rt. --This is the top program
-
management-oriented report of the basic PERT-Cost system. Costs are
displayed on a "Work Performed to Date" and "Totals at Completion" basis.
This is not the original planned budget through arrent calendar cate but,
U. S. Department of Defense and National Aeronautics nd Space
Administration, PERT Cost Output Reports (Wao. n: U. S. Government
Printing Office, March 1963), p. 1.
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•esents a special computation relating to the planned budgets of
all completed Work Packages and those which are still in process.
2. ?:•' T.rn/Pi-o" P -- . .Is is similar to the Managc-
Iveport except that it goes down to a lower work level.
3.
[
• r.rhzc. ion Status Re-port. --The Organization Status Report is
toward the functionally oriented or department manager, and shows
both man-hours and dollars cost, associated with Work Packages for which
his organization is responsible.
4. Financial Plan and Status Report . The Financial Plan and Status
Report is directed toward the financial manager or controller, as well as
program manager, and contains data on incremental costs and cumulative-
to-dat planned versus actual costs.
5. Cost of Work Report . --This report is the graphical equivalent of
data found on the Financial Plan and Status Report and the Management Sum-
ry Report. It emphasizes the "value -of -work-performed" concept and
time and cost deviations from plan on both a cumulative-to-date and predicted-
at-completion basis. It is intended for higher level program management.
CLher output reports are available from the basic PERT-Cost system
depending upon the particular computer program being used. The output
reports discussed above generally represent the most significant ones for
cost control purposes. It should be clear that the major emphasis or orien-





:y Planning ProblemC1 L . O
No discussion of an integrated management control system (budgeting
,:ould be complete without some comment on the potemir^ of the com-
ter. There are at least two major phases in the management control sys-
.
in which the large memory facility and rapid computational abilities of
a computer can greatly improve the system's effectiveness.
In the first place, it is neces^. .at the management accept and
/.rove the plan before the control cycle can begin. After the evaluation
and investigation phases of the control cycle, it is necessary that information
be fed back to the planning group for use in drawing up and revising future
plans. Two separate problems are suggested by this characterization of the
control system. The first occurs at the time the basic plan is accepted and
approved. In view of the uncertainty surrounds the usual business oper-
ations, how does manageiru Lch plan will best meet the long-run
objectives of the company? I ^ is a e-.'iicu>.t question to deal with, and yet
a control system is only as good as tl ..ic plan. Hence, managerm




The potential of the compute:- in helping to solve this problem lies in
the use of the computer as a si tor. In concept, it is possible to view
the budget as a >f external and internal economic relationships which,
when programed for the computer, form a simulation of the company. This
simulation would be a budget "model" of the firm. The model woul< contain
statements on the production constraints for the various oroducinc ceoart-
ments, market constraints for the various products sold, etc. The model
would be stated in general terms so that the impact on company objectives
of alternative plans could be tested. The important use of such a simulation
lies in its ability to allow management to experiment with different alterna-
tives prior to the actual decision of adopting a specific plan.
If it is possible to capture the budget in a computer prog ^s
described above, the potential of the computer in seeking a better solution
to the budget approval problem is probably obvious. In the first place, the
computer simulation could be used to test out the effect of several different
alternatives and several different management actions, a procedure which
is not feasible in most traditional budgeting systems. It may be that, in
addition to having a better grasp of the impact of different courses of action,
the management might be able to eliminate certain alternatives because they
are clearly :rior to other choices that are available. In addition, a budget
simulation might make it possible for the management to try certain me.
ures as a way of t. ; an unprofitable operation into a pre. Le one.

should be emphasiz computer cannot make the final choice ox the
basic plan for the manage . the computer remove all the uncer-
tainty about future operations. However, t ^1 power of any quantitative
.ysis is to help remove as much u -tainty as possible and to establish
the relationship between operating variables so that management has a better
grasp of the economic situation. As an example, it may be that management
does not know the demand relationship for its products; however, it will help
to know the various price -quantity relationships which must exist in order
for a product to earn the required profit. Such a relationship would be estab-
lished by using budget simulation.
Timely C~ pi nation
The second key centre, problem occurs at the feedback point in the
budgeting system. Useful feedback information imposes two important
requirements. The first is that the data must be processed quickly and
accurately. That is, the necessary budget revisions must be readily avail-
able to the management at all times. The other req\iirement is that the
Bud self must represent a complete plan of the firm for the future. The
plan must be complete in that all constraints on all departments, etc. , must
be a part of the budget. When the signal is received that conditions have
changed, the impact of these changes on decisions for all parts of the opera-
tion must be determined. It is only through this type of rapid and complete
revision that feedback information \, Low the management to anticipate
and react to problems. Notice here I .he emphasis is on revising plans
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for the future; the past is imp only in so far as it is useful in predicting
the future.
The computer budget simulatic .old be very useful in rreeting both
of these requirements. Because of the data p ocessing speed, qv ck revision
of the budget resulting from changed conditions should be possible. Also,
to the ex; hat the computer simul; is a complete plan for the firm,
the fut act of present c . the operation should be read-
ily available. Obviously, the revised projections will only be as good as the
program simulation itself. It is not meant to sugo, at the data are ^oin^
to improve simply because- the processing is being done by machine rather
than by a manual process. /er, to the extent that the revision is
rapid, the impact of cha, tie system will be apparent.
. e above discussion of budg< .ulation via the computer may
appear to be in the class of ivory-tower dreams and quite far from anything
which is capable of being put into practice. Computer simulation takes place
at various levels of sophistication. There is no need to have a "perfect"
and "complete" simulation of the entire company before this method will pay
off. A complete simulation is probably possible in concept only. However,
the complete si ion of a get is a goal toward which we can move- -a
simulation short of this goal v. - an improvement in the budgetary process.
E. B. Rickard, "The Past Is History . . . The Future Is Planning, "
The Controller, October 1962, p. 57.

ere is / evidence re and in practice which suggests
that this idea is not as new and far-fetched as it may first a
Evaluation Process
the evaluation of oper ilts the gathering of accurate oper-
ants a c .ble problem because of:
ie diversity of activities from which data are received.
2. The large number of transactions involved.
S: volume breed unique problems which are non-existent in smaller
erations; these are problems of specialization, coordination, and com-
ni c
The trend is toward the automatic gathering of data through the use
of remote terminals feeding directly into a central computer. Such a system
eliminates the delays inherent in the manual entry and the forwarding of the
various documents through channels.
Once the raw data are captured in the data processing system^ they
can be processed to prepare ail the reports \ may be needed. These
can be historical accounting records, or evaluation reports where the data
have been:
1. Summarized
2. Compared with budget and schedule
2
Richard Mattessich, "Budgeting System Simulation, "
---c counting Review
,
July 1961, pp. 384-397.

3. Variance computi budget and schedule.
4. Variance tested ; Limits.
The outputs are conventional accounting reports plus evaluation
reports. In addition, the memory of the c< er can store 'or display-
on various devices such as cathod r; tubes, or plotters. Although the
been referred to as a system, it is actually a collectio of a num-
ber of management subsystems, each of w. must be carefully developed
and eventually fitted into the over -ah
At the present time, relatively little use is made of the cou .- ' s
ability to select exception conditions. It is estimated that in one aerospace
com more than 2 million report sheets per week are printed. It is dif-
ficult for any level of man; i1 to identify problem areas in such a mass
of reports. Computer programs have been developed and are available
which test each budget variance ag ... an absolute number of dollars
and a percentage of the year-to-date budget. These limits may be set inde-




BUDGETING'S PHILOSOPHY AND CONCEPTS

CHAPTER V
BUDGETING: PLANNING AND CONTROLLING
Planni
The functions of management are very broad, but fundamentally they
begin with planning and end control. The planning process lays the
foundation for coordination by anticip< .are developments, by establish-
ing a program to be followed, and by . .g standards to be attained.
The catalogue of managerial functions is by no means standardized.




ing, staffing, direction, and control.
The task of management is to judiciously and economically allocate
and assign the resources under its direction. Judicious allocation of
resources and the timing sequence for combining material and human
resources places a heavy responsibility on business management to formu-
late objectives, to collect and analyze pertinent data relevant to solution of
the problems, to consider possible alternatives, to select the preferable
•rnative, and to develop a course of action to accomplish the selected
alternative. The course of action, if logically conceived, should result in
effective utilization of resources consi. ^ng conditions. The
cCoontz and Ca ril O'Donnell, Principles of Management
(New York: McGraw-Hill, L955), p. 34.
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selected course of action .nay be appropriately labeled "The Plan. " The
ocess described above is d<. ly termed "Plai . " Plan-
Lally a decision-making process involving the mental processes
of th rcising the powers of logic and judgment.
e activities of a ould proceed in accordance with a cen-
To insure this, basic objectives must be formally cssed and
jd into a coordinated
]
-.m for r activities. The central plan
be supported by detailed supplementary plans for all activities, ex-
ical units, monetary units, or both. This approach tends to
.e entire organ; '. work together in a coordinated man-
ner through a series of integrated plans.
Budgeting is one of the best known management tools for integrating
2
and implementing plans. Budgets include forecasts of operations, finances,
.or, material, and equipment requirements. The budgeting process
makes provision for the development and quantification of objectives and
ans for each subdivision of the business. The timing of actions to be taken
in ord^r to achieve plans is incorporated in the budget. Comprehensive
budgeting balances, coordinates, and consolidates separate plans into a
master plan of action. No plan of action is complete without a forecast of
expenditures required to carry ^ plan. A comprehensiv,
encompasses a formalized estimate of income and expenses for all activities
Robert R. Renner, ; !--._- educing an Organization to Budget..
Control, " The Controller, November 1957, p. 527.

and the resulting status of ass< es, and proprietary interests.
Complete budgeting encompasses all es of management planning and
3
results in a unified written ola... of acti<
Cor.tr oiling
Control is dependent upon clearly stated objectives, adequate stand-
ards of performance, and carefully conceived courses of action. Koontz and
O'Donnell note the following relationship between planning and controlling:
Thus control implies the existence of goals and plans. No man-
ager can control who has not planned. There is no means by which
a inanager car. - sure that his subordinates are operating in the
manner desired to accomplish the action wished without having es-
tablished a plan no matter how vague this plan might be or for how
brief a period of time. Naturally, the more dear, complete, :.nd
coordinated plans are and the longer the period of time for wr ch
they are made, the more complete managerial control can be
The controlling process involves determination of the extent to which
the program is being followed and the standards are being achieved. The
controlling process provides for measurement of individual or group per-
formance and the degree OI" coordination achieved, and culminates in cor-
rective action.
Control in its bes; e means gathering such facts and figures that
would be indicative ox the ac armed, measuring the quality of the
performance obtained in the. i , and using the quality measures for
Welsch, Profit-Planning and Control (1
York: ice -Hi. J), p. 1,




guiding men for b< or improv "ganizing or mor
5
To secure effective control at the top or at lower levels, managem
must have:
1. Definite go etives
2. A plan orr ttaining each goal or objective.
3. A record of actual performance or accomplishment.
4. Standards i ms of which performance may be rated.
5. Comparisons of goals and standards with actual accom-
plishments.
6. Means of securing action to correct the delays, lags,
deficiencie.
. Ticiencies, and maladjustments that
are disclosed by interim reports, or to prevent their
reappearance if a particular program is repeated. °
One of the prerequisites to undertaking control is the assurance that
plans are clear, complete, and integrated. Moreover, the quality of plan-
ning, especially in terms of clarity, completeness, and coordination, must
such that those given the task of executing plans know well their role in
; course of action intended.
A second prerequisite to control is the assurance that organization
arrangements give necessary and coordinated authority to the subordinates
) are expected to accomplish a task. If authority relationships are
".ward H. Hempel (ed. ), S.nail P-Lant Management (New Yo
C-raw-Hill, 1950), p. 207.
J. K. Lasser Business Management Handbook (New Yor .
McGraw-Hill, 1954), pp. 464-465.

obscure or if a manager or employee does no. the power to do a giv<
job or :oes not know that he has the authority, the plan would almost surely
i of execution.
Zva.luc.tion.
Evaluation implies the comparison of actual performance and tren
with the standards, goals, a of the organization. It is usual to
think of performance in terms of cOi. schedules. However, the objec-
tives of most companies transcend these minimal objectives and encompass
other vita .s such as quality, reliability, personnel relations, share of
the market, and include bo. .. performance and trends in these areas.
The process of evaluation covers every phase of the business. I anagement
must not only determine whether the product was shipped on tim .. and at the
budgeted cost, but, depending upon the level of management and the area of
respon; fcy, must evaluate the performance of engineering, manufactur-
ing, marketing, finance, personnel, equality assurance and reliability,
research and development, and public relations. The range of evaluation
that management must make is illustrated by such questions as: How well
does a design meet the design object- and How effective re the person-
nel policies? Some of the inform ;iuired for proper evaluation and
control is financial, and a c oai of the data are nonfinancial. Since
nonfinancial data are more alt to gather and analyze, t] re some-
times not given the attention they

At the




costs 1 s chose or: contractor must r
antiv d overruns to the con -ce. So much emp ... been
iced upon this phase of the reporting process that a large part of the report-
ing system in the development of w n systems is designed tc sh this
information as well as othe reporting requirement .
At the middle and lc ment, opera agers
e concerned with adherence to budget and s . At th level, man-
agement is concerned with the over- ..ability of its operation, trends,
and alternative allocation of resources.
One of the manage] ation tools used extensively is
"chart room. ,! This is a n where all significant management information
;s graphically displayed. The type c ation displayed depends upon the
level of management. It is usual to rt rooms at the project level and
at the to; j -management level. In addition, informal charts are kept at all
other lev.
At the project level, management is concerned pri
ule and cost performance. Ch and estimated-




This is a very important part of a con. 'eporting
variances of any type, the tendency repare reports
showing ali variances usually
. Ltrary departmental ord^ •. A ...
ent technique has been to show only those variances which ed a s';and'
ard set by management. This standard may be different for each project or
department. It may be either a percentage variance or a dollar variance.
It may be different for over -budget than for under -budget variances. It is
management's responsibility to specify the tolerance limits. One .
exceptions are selected, they are then sorted by order of importance., with
the most important variance listed first. This can be either the great
dollar variance, or the greatest percentage variance.
Cne of the important decisions that has to be made in the control
7
process is whether or not to investigate and explain the resulting .ariance.
Obviously, it would be better not to investigate the variance if ncjhing could
be done about it and if no useful information would result from investigation.
Cn the ot] and, if investigation shows that the plan was wrong, so that
there are some real advantages to be gained by revising the plan, then,
obviously, the management would like to h< ie variance explained.
Favorable variances should not be overlooked in the process of inves-





.roved production metho< dch can be applied elsewhere in the opera-
tion. Also investigation of favorable variances may show up standards
which were too loosely e Lshed at the outset and thus require revision.
To the extent that the c d out through the
accounting system, the responsibility of the accountar.. is regard is to
analyze variances in such a way that a basis for corrective action is pro-
vided. In other words, the report that goes to the manager should be in such
a form that important variances are explained so that the manager has a
sonable chance of taking the proper corrective action.
Pitfalls and Roadblocks
There are certain pitfalls in budgeting, and the cost-minded manager
would do well to watch out fc them. Probably the most serious is the ten-
dency of managers to apply budgets as restrictions on effective action rather
than as forward plans. "Adherence, " as it were, breeds rigidity; an ex-
tremely sound but unanticipated expenditure is disallowed because it is not
in the budget. Although a plan can be of little service if it is not followed,
the cost-conscious manager must take steps to avoid the dangers of rigidity.
There must be a well-understood procedure whereby he can quickly secure
permission for unbudgeted expenditures which he can justify in terms of





An< occasional fail £ man;.
:tion pos! udgetary
9
limits. Even aside from changes Lght war-
rant cost reductions, it is . Look potential savings in areas
which show no variance from established budgetary standards. ,iy,
when the manager builds his budget from available forecasts, he bears in
mind the best possible operating performance, but he should continue to con-
centrate on improved operations ^hout the year.
A frequent adjunct of ' situation is the demand for over -all
across-the-board budget cost cutting of some specific percentage. This is
nothing less than a declaration that management does not know how to build
and operate a budgeting plan that will lead to reductions and control by means
of realistic standards, a factual budget, reported variances, and consistent
accountability. It has been proven before that such cuts penali/.. he effective
manager and leave the fat-builder unscathed. They also encourage \
evasive manager to hide costs so that he generally escapes the purge
10
it comes.
There is another e: of successful budget practice which may well
be the cause of more of the friction between budgets and people than all the
other errors put together. It is the misconception on the part of controllers






When a controller operating personnel to ti Lng the
,
he is inviting troubi the won d. His correct cou s to
report the situation to responsible o anagement. The problem then
rests with the operating personnel, which is exactly where it belong o. It
should be discussed and action determined in the line organization. No con-
troller should permit himself to be placed in the position of giving aporoval
to budgets or disapproval to results.
The same principle applies to all staff people concerned with coordi-
nating the budgetary process.
Another misconce sometimes indulged in by budg _n is that
they are almost solely responsible for cost reduction. It is difficult to con-
ceive of a practice that violates more completely the basic principles of good
human relations. The attitude which should govern the staff people in this
area, as in all other staff assignments, is one of maximum helpfulness to the
line personnel. Only in this way can the budget man gain the operating
organization's confidence.
One of the administrative problem areas of budgeting is the tendency
on the sari of some executives to expect results from the technique, failing
to appreciate the fact that budgeting is a tool to be used by management and
is effective only through the actions of respon^i. ..viduals. These
T. P. Boyle, "b ^anization and Administration, " Tr.
Controller, July 1959, p. 318.
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exec do not realize
.
an effective tool available to manage:. alts obtaii end-
ent upon how and cannot substitute for the use of
. ^ood leader >y man; Lent.
C.osely related to the c.sove problem has been the failure or. the part
of some executives to recognize that effective use and application of budget-
ing depends almost wholly upon an understanding and appreciation of the im-
portance of sound human rel or words, good use ets and
budget techniques can be realized only through the coordinated e of
many people at various management levels. . ps to have these people
understand what budgetir. nd know that they honestly play ctive role
in making the budget system work.

.. ER VI
HUM. NATIONS IN BUDGETING
Attituc
All of the steps toward sound bu tices have their roots deep in
personnel administration. Each one is, in the fii :alysis, the r :tion of
a pre . involving people. Budgeting rests on p >les which have more
in common with concepts of . r >nship than with rules of accounting;
and se pri s are applied, successful practice is inevitable.
further, it quickly becomes evident that good a es are
key to successful budgeting. When the attitudes of people toward each
:r are generous, understanding, and based on mutual respect, any tech-
nique adopted by management to further effective performance is apt to be
successful. When human attitudes are dominated by distrust, criticism, and
recrimination, any technique designed to improve performance it, likely to
fail miserably.
Budgeting is a trained, disciplined approach to all problems, which
recognizes the need for standa :rformance in c ,o achieve a result.
ce, it must be built on a base of good organization; otherwise, favorable
etudes have no chance to operate. it the same time it lives in an
yris, " n Prob
;;








rpetual adjustment to . .of people. It
thrives on such fundamentals as recognition of acco.
,
consider-
ation for the rights of individials, fair play- -in other words, . [htened
relationships among people.
It is at the point of c on from the budget that most of the human
problems are born. This is, by design, the central point in t 'e sys-
tem—the moment which demands explanation, instruction, decision, argu-
ment, or even discipline, as the case warrants.
vlotivation
The paramount problem in planning and controlling is one of motivating
people to participate constructively in the planning and control processes,
each according to his ability and position. The opportunity tc rticipate
must be available, and the individuals should be urged to take full advantage
of this opportunity.
In the utilization of any managerial technique, it is essential that the
importance of practicing effective lan relations be clea: cognized.
ie mechanics of planning and control must be clearly distinguished from
the motivation of individuals. The success of an organization largely depends
on the ability of the management group to plan effectively and to work with
and lead, as well as direct, individuals to execute the plan effectively. This




. people working with and und Lon
Is on sound control J the abi' .to moti-
egulate as constantly to-, arc i outlined
.
Disci" : .' r, . : " "v " ---•
Since business budgeting is an art and not a science, Lde
Terences in conceptual interpretation of the it can be expected. It is
perhaps ine\ e that in some organizations these interpretations will be
naive or superficial in nature. Similarly, flexibility of budgeting techniques
in meeting the numerous needs of our diversified industrial complex i;
unquestionably essential.
In contrast, a disciplined environment is the one element essential to
successful budgeting whi es not permit wide latitude in interpretation.
It cannot be a superficial creation of management or inconsiste. Led,
ifi the budgetary objectives of planning, coordination, and control ar be
Lzed. For some strange reason, "discipline" has become an
to most ma.- s. The ability to suggest gracefully h
become confused with leadership, an integral part of which ; prerogative
to command.
Herman C. Heiser, tner of the firm of Lybrand, Ross Bros. &
Montgomery, in his boo" ad Pract." oints out:
tie awar n s of mana et-
g is for their con rol is a prerec j of control. Knowl-
edge that unauthorized \ o be explained and justified
<l
tends to promote adherence to th vice. This
erefore, tha "irst line of action in securing be,
control is to revise and then a< to a system of
-y and
w. Accountability, as among various levels of ma;.
should be an acceptec e. . . . The idea of the bud .ust
els of ma. . ^
While sound concepts and appropriate procedural techniques provide
zhe form of the budget, the substance of it lies in Isciplined response of
people to the policies and practices of the business of which they are a part.
3
.-man C. Heiser, ^uc^elm- Principles and Practice (New York:




nost in lent to successf ip-
rticipi
.
Nothing car. or come close to ;'.. Vect
--management support.
. Ls participation 1
keeps budgeting alive, maintains direction, and allows operating people
som< i to measure themselves against.
:iagement support of a pr n or technique implies more than
iction. The type of ement irt, as reflec atti-
i actions, will largely determine the type of support generated at
er management levels.
Coordir . ;ion
The controller and his staff must express the correcl .'or the
respo/. fcy they under! --ct to the budgets. It i rol-
Db to establish, maintain, and coordinate a budgetary system--:.: fact,
.ystem of planning and c. Jut this work must be accom-
.Vhorized management. He must not enforc . .ruc-
rs. He and his si st be devoted to producing,
reting inforrr. - .:ig the planning and control
machinery run. He is w a staff executive. He must provide the

itrol service and r< [ng decisions.
»udget must b< foundation of plan-
statement of plan in the
figures. Think first in t< tion's basic
in -prepare budgets to effect, :ese plans. Then budgets become sim-
ply the otandard of dollars needed to e job.
Contr. _
Lish the meaning of control, and then put it in. ;tice.
-is requires the manag each department to e. .vis
own h\ based on his understanding of the job to be done. K; 'ing done
xS responsible for planned performance. If it becomes ecessary
to excoed the budget, it should be discussed with superiors and asked for
in advance. A budget is neither to be considered sacred nor to oe taken
htly. Managers will respond with Tetter attitudes when they understand
that the use of the budget is to per hem .o control their own operations.
A good, easily understood accou system with cor , simple,
prompt explanation of ns is repair,
geriai use. Thi uires an accou. is more concerned
the Lg the books. E:
visor




Establish a budget s- n. the highest possible level of motivation.
tianics of Lst be clearly distinguished from
nation of individuals. The success of an organization largely depends
on the ability of the management group to plan effectively and to work with
and lead, as well as direct, individuals to execute the plan c. vely. Effec-
e execution depends on sound control procedures and the ability of manage-
ment to motivate individuals to regulate operations constantly toward the
goals outlined i
When the attitudes of individuals toward each other are generous,
understanding, and based on mutual respect, any technique adopted by man-
ment to further effective performance is apt to be successful. These
essential attitudes can only be fosterea in an atmosphere in which courageous
and skillful leadership is present and where people enjoy the secure feeling
that sterns from impartial authority exercised from the top.
iented
•der for budgeting to be an important tool for manageme t is
necessary that the system b, .-e oriented. Information about the past is
useful only if it can be used as a basis for establi future plans. Budget-
ing is a powerful technique for performance evaluation. But it is necessary
to realize that information on past or historical variances (between budget
and ac only in r as it can be used to ma] uture decisions.
Management needs an indication of when conditions have changed and it also

5\
. ds data to help anticipat< < ... Variances which are produced in the
budgetary process provide a set of s s which can be used to indicate the
ex; f .hat has t: Lace. This information will be vital to
anagement control systems must
be structured so as to exploit the information feedback aspect of budgeting.
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